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A B S T R A C T

Background: In oncology setup, the personalized medicine with the Dynamic Treatment Regime (DTR) is an attractive tool for treatment management. It is based on sequence rule by changing the required treatment by looking into patients dynamic condition repeatedly. This repeatedly measured condition generates the longitudinal data and the time-to-event data jointly. The time-to-event data is generated with competing risks. Now handling the joint longitudinal and survival data with competing risks is itself challenging. It becomes more challenging to decide the best effective treatment strategy while we work with DTR approach in presence of competing risks through joint longitudinal and survival model.

Methods: This article is dedicated towards development of statistical methodology to handle competing risk analysis for DTR in repeatedly measured survival data. In this study a simulated dataset is used to resemble the observed data distribution seen in a motivating cancer trial data.

Results: This algorithm is prepared through Bayesian analysis to obtain the best effective therapeutic regimen. The OpenBUGS function is prepared, which provides the therapeutic effect comparison and there after estimations between different treatment sequences.

Conclusion: This developed method is easy to handle for personalized medicine context in oncology for supportive decision rule.

1. Introduction

In oncology research, the primary aim is to observe the death rate and thereafter make a conclusion about best effective treatment. However, patients under study may die due to other causes as well. The death of the patients due to other causes is defined as competing-risk. There is a strong literature existing on competing risk analysis.

The competing risk analysis is a part of survival analysis. It is the fact that the survival analysis is the widely adopted tool in oncology research. There is unlimited literature on survival analysis through the parametric, semiparametric and nonparametric approaches. Generally, in oncology setup patients are followed for certain time point and thereafter the occurrences of death are measured through the effect of time-dependent covariates. The time-dependent covariates are measured through longitudinal or follow-up measurements. Now the statistical model to work together with repeatedly measured time-dependent covariates and survival event known as joint longitudinal and survival modeling. There is some recent attempt towards the development of statistical methods on joint longitudinal and survival modeling.

In oncology research, there is high chance that one treatment may fail to respond or becomes resistance in due course of the study period. An alternative choice is to try an alternative therapy to the resistant patients. These are known as second-line therapy. Now repeated applications of different types of therapy after resisting with one treated therapy exposed the patients towards multiple therapies. But the permanent event of the life of a patient's i.e. death is obvious to a fatal disease like cancer. Now blaming one specific therapy among different lines of therapy becomes difficult. These challenge provides the scope of development of statistical methodology towards dynamic treatment regime and widely known as DTR survival analysis. There is very limited and recent development in DTR approaches. During one routine work with survival analysis of lung cancer trial data, we faced a challenge to work with repeatedly measured survival data having competing risk information. There were several lines of therapy to attempt the best effective therapy in lung cancer patients. We searched the existing literature on Joint Longitudinal and Survival Model for Dynamic Treatment Regimes in Presence of Competing Risk Analysis. But unfortunately, we failed to get anything. Particularly we were interested to get the statistical foundation to serve our problem. But we did not even get any theoretical work towards our faced problem. It inspired us to develop an application tool towards Joint Longitudinal and
Survival Model for DTR in Presence of Competing Risk Analysis. While we attempted to apply our developed method to lung cancer data, we did not get ethical approval due to some stringent regulation. In this situation, a simulation study is performed to mimic the observed data to generate the similar scenario that observed in real lung cancer patients data. The objective of this work is served through the development of a statistical method for joint modeling in longitudinal and survival analysis with DTR in presence of competing risk.

In conventional survival analysis, each patient is followed until the single type of event is occurred. The presences of more than one event are known as competing risks. The hazard plays a predominant role in estimation in presences of left truncated or censored data. Three different hazards can be discriminated in presences of competing risk setting. However, the occurrence of the marginal hazard of the event protected the occurrence of other types of an event. The marginal modeling is only applicable while the distribution time of the event of interest is independent in nature. However, it is not feasible to test the presences of independence. The testing the independence assumption can be avoided through the application of cause-specific hazard. It assumed that the events due to other causes as censored in nature. Contrary to the standard survival setting with only one type of event, it is not required to link one-to-one relation between covariates and cause-specific hazard rate. The alternative is to perform the subdistribution hazard model.

Joint analysis of longitudinal measurements and survival time is found suitable to assess the factors effects. The existing difficulties in Cox Proportional hazards model related to missing time-varying covariates and measurement error can be smoothly handled by joint modeling. All the authors applied the common assumption as noninformative censoring and in presences of single failure type, the noninformative censoring is only useful. But in the presence of competing risks, the noninformative censoring is not appropriate. Recently, there is an attempt towards the development of joint longitudinal and survival model in presences of multiple failure types. The longitudinal portion is explored through linear mixed effect submodel and survival component through frailty model. These two submodels are linked through latent random effect models. This is to be noted that the competing risks analysis through cause-specific proportional hazard assumption treats the only one risk as the event of interest at a time and others as noninformative censoring events. But it stratified the data at any point of competing risk analysis.

The framework of Dynamic Treatment Regime (DTR) is proposed by Murphy on mean response modeling. It is also applied through optimal response modeling and nested model on DTR by Robins. The development of DTR opens the scope towards personalized medicine. Very careful formulation and assumptions are required for valid inference to apply DTR. There are several estimation procedures known as G-estimation method, Q-learning method and A learning procedure. However, all these decision-making algorithms are computer incentive. It is possible to measure the required optimum time for second-line therapy. It is observed with good estimator by penalized least square method. However, there is the very limited extension of DTR in the survival context. The progress in survival context is documented with marginal modeling and inverse weighting method and the extension are proposed by weighted risk set estimator. In non-parametric setup, the extension over Nelson-Aalen estimator is proposed by weighted risk set estimator.

1.1. Generated data set

The approach with DTR is relatively new and other challenges like competing risks to handle DTR dataset are not even documented. We failed to get any real life data to work and illustrate towards development of methodology on DTR competing risk for joint longitudinal and survival model. But recently in our routine departmental data services a retrospectively observed dataset observed with presences of repeatedly measured covariates and survival events with dynamic treatment regime. Due to some ethical constraint in that dataset, we could not be used that data in this analysis. However, in this study a similar dataset are generated to mimic with observed dataset. The dataset is generated to resemble the observed data distribution seen in a motivating Lung Cancer trial. A total of six lines therapy are generated through the assumption of binomial distribution having sample size 300 and the lines of therapy are defined as $A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4, A_5$ and $A_6$ arms respectively. The binomial distributions of these six lines of therapy are generated independently. The six lines of therapy are generated independent to provide priority to the intention to treat therapy than randomized trial. Because in routine clinical practice, clinician do avoid the randomization schedule to select any treatment. It is always preferable to prepare statistical methodology towards opportunity to select best effective dose to the clinician. The statistical methodology generated through the platform with randomized trial may not be appropriate for clinician to accept due to the limitation with reproducibility. Because, in routine practice the randomization schedule is always avoided. It is considered that any treatment between $A_1$ to $A_6$ can be preferred by any clinician at any point of time for any subject. The dataset are generated like there are 66 patients to whom $A_2$ considered as first choice over $A_1$. The presence of any treatment is defined as 1 otherwise 0. The condition is provided as $\sum_{i=1}^{6} A_i \geq 1$. A total of 160 patients are generated with $A_1$ as first choice of therapy followed by 158, 159, 162, 155 and 162 for $A_2, A_3, A_4, A_5$ and $A_6$ respectively. The survival duration is obtained from normal distribution with median duration of 24 months. The death and competing status is generated through the rbhnorm(300,2,.03) function in R.A total of 161 subjects are generated with censored, 117 and 22 as died and competing risks event respectively. The “CumIncidence” function available at “cuminc incidence” is used to generate cumulative incidence.

The descriptive presentation on different treatment groups with censored, death and competing risks are given in Table 1. The estimates obtained with competing risks are presented in Table 2. The proposed survival function is used to formulate the estimates with DTR. In this survival function, the survival duration is multiplied with a corresponding weight of each treatment ($A_6, i = 1$ to 6). It is assumed that each patient spend his each unit of survival/follow-up time with a particular arm i.e.$A_1$ to $A_6$. Now the patient spend maximum time with a treatment is assigned as a maximum weight and followed by other treatments according to their time spend. If any of this treatment $A_i$ to $A_6$ is not assigned to patients then corresponding weight will be zero for survival function. The unique feature of DTR is that one patient is expected to have exposed to different treatments sequentially, and all the treatment can be allocated randomly in any sequence. But the treatment assigned lastly and death occurred thereafter should be penalized. There is limitation of existing statistical methodology. However, this proposed survival function can taken care of it. This random sequence allocation is considered in the context of random variable data generation purpose only. In real life scenario, it is expected that treatment allocation in any sequence will be based on clinical evidence and experience of a clinician. It should not be based on blind randomization sequentially.

1.2. Statistical model

Let the sample size of any study is $n$. The duration of survival is defined with function $S(t_{ij})$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Death</th>
<th>Censored</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Death</th>
<th>Censored</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$A_5$</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3$</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$A_6$</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The proposed method is open to adopt for routine clinical practice not selected for randomly selected treatment arm. The competing risk is performed with conventional method and Bayesian Counterpart.
separately and corresponding results are provided with Tables 1 and 2. As an alternative the Bayesian counter part is also extended to strengthen the data analysis section by considering covariates in competing risk. The Bayesian likelihood defined is considered to work with competing risk with covariates. The covariates in the model is defined as $x_i$ for treatment. The Bayesian computation is performed through open source software OpenBUGS (www.openbugs.net). A total of 20,000 iteration are performed with markov chain monte carlo(MCMC) with a separate refreshment of 100 at a time. The posterior mean(SD) are generated with 95% credible interval and presented in Table 2. The representation of six different arms are defined with $\beta_i, i=1$ to $6$ to represent the death due to cancer not for competing risks. The representation on competing risk are presented with Table 3. Any factor contributing of death or competing risk can be represented through 95% credible intervals for each categories. The hazard ratio measured below one for a specific treatment can be defined as effective treatment towards prolonging the survival. In Table 3 the estimated hazard ratio for $A_5$ is estimated as 0.95 with credible interval 0.82,1) for death due to treatment failure of individuals. The therapeutic arm $A_5$ can be defined as best therapeutic arm.

2. Discussion

The inference draw in the presences of DTR is really challenging. The parameters are not regular underlying longitudinal data distribution and it badly affects the estimates. The DTR is approached to estimate the parameter through optimal principle. This study is dedicated towards development of statistical methodology to deal with competing risks in DTR, whereas data is observed with joint longitudinal and survival setup. This is the first approach towards combined work with DTR and competing risk. The data analysis is performed with the conventional methodology to deal with competing risk and DTR separately. Due to an absence of conventional statistical methodology to work with joint longitudinal and survival modeling with DTR in competing risk analysis, this data analysis is performed separately with the conventional methodology to deal with competing risk and DTR. Finally, our proposed combined method with DTR and competing risk is also performed for statistical inference. It is the fact that the presences of competing risks are equally important for oncology research. However, it is an overlooked area in routine oncology research analysis.43,44 It is required to test the assumption about failure time distribution and shape and scale parameter of survival distribution.28 It is concluded that Bayesian counterpart in competing risk setting is more informative than the conventional methods.38,39 The dedicated R packages like mstate and timereg are suitable to work with competing risk in the simpler way. However, personalized medicine is not free from death and competing risks of the patients. The general frame of a personalized medicine will always be compatible with close follow-up of the patients. Thus provide the requirement to develop the method towards joint longitudinal and survival modeling with competing risk modeling. This suggested method provides the scope to further work with joint longitudinal and survival modeling with competing risk analysis.
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